Listen and repeat. Then write.

Tops Adult School
First name: Jack
Last name: Lee
Area code: 203
Phone number: 555-9687

Tops Adult School
First name: Sara
Last name: Garza
Area code: 415
Phone number: 555-3702

What's his . . . ?
1. first ______ name______
2. last ________
3. area ________
4. phone ________

What's her . . . ?
5. _________ code
6. ________ number
7. ________ name
8. ________ name

Talk with a partner. Ask and answer.

A What's his first name?
B Jack.

Communicate

Talk with your classmates. Complete the chart.

USEFUL LANGUAGE
How do you spell Yuri?
Y-U-R-I

First name | Last name | Area code | Phone number
---|---|---|---
Yuri | | |